The adjective roprvvia implies that the deceased was either born at, or came from, Gortyna. She is called wrpEo-/vrepa and apXrwvvayvytcr-oa of Kisamos. Thus there must have been a synagogue at Kisamos, as there surely must have existed synagogues at Gortyna and other large cities of Crete. This is the only occurrence of the name Sophia in Jewish inscriptions.2 The term 1rpEcr3vrEpa implies that the deceased either was the wife of a 1TpecrftvrpoS or she received this as an honorary title, since it was often bestowed upon women. The word apXtcvvayyLcro--a implies either that her husband was, in addition, an apXtovvaaycoyo or that she received this as a second It is to be noted that the wives of the clerics of the Christian church were known by the titles of their husbands. IIpecr3v1-epa was used to designate the wife of a presbyteros 5 and an abbess of a convent.6 The wife of a presbyteros was also called pateressac, and from the fourth century, when the term iepevs began to be used, eptacrwra.8 Wives of bishops, deacons, and subdeacons were called episcopa,9 diaconissa, 
The chronology at the end of the last line seems to be one of indiction. The iota and nu are in ligature. Over the iota is a diaeresis; the delta has an unusual shape. This inscription exhibits the only instance of the abbreviation of the word indiction by suspension in the early Christian inscriptions of Crete, unless the semi-circular stroke at the bottom of the delta is taken as an abbreviation sign. The letter representing the year of the indiction, although it appears peculiar, apparently is the digamma, with the form of a sigma tau ligature. It is, however, possible that the entire complex is a dating from the beginning of the world.
There are also some items of lexicographical interest. The preposition &la in line 1 is used to denote manner. The noun cE-XELUoOv'-q in the same line is used as in the Septuagint, 25 This inscription appears originally to have had ten lines. The first line cannot be read except for a possible alpha in the middle of the line. The alpha may have been balanced by an omega. One or more crosses may also have existed. Although line 2 is also badly damaged, part of the name of Christ can be distinguished and must have been incribed in full. There is just enough room in the remainder of the line for the diphthong epsilon upsilon of the word that is continued on line 3. Before the name Xptcrro' there is sufficient room for the name 'Iqc-roiv in abbreviation as iota sigma. These names constitute an exclamatory nominative. One other instance of such a nominative exists in an early Christian inscription of Crete.36
Lines 9 and 10 are transcribed in succession, whereas on the stone the words of these two lines were written in such a way that some of the letters of a particular word are on line 9 and others on line 10. The stonecutter apparently followed no fixed pattern. After the tau in the beginning of line 9 there are faint traces of an omikron upsilon in ligature and above this ligature are the faint traces of a theta which may be taken as the abbreviation for God in the genitive. The omikron upsilon in the name Judas is also in ligature in lines 9-10. We have an unusual instance of two The word vro-ro' has the special Christian connotation " a believer in Christ." In the New Testament it is used both adjectively and substantively.96 It can also be used without the article to mean " Christian believer," as in this inscription. -7 (= C.I.G., IV, no. 9461), 191.1-2, 537.3-4 (=C.I.G., IV, no. 9493 
That the suffix -TEKVOS has a passive verbal connotation can be deduced from the word
VELoreoTEKPO, which Du Cange renders as o6 eR ov avefoWv ?') aPvela yeyovw. 125 Therefore, E0OTEKVOS means 6 EK TOV @OEOV yEyOvyC.
EOETEKVOq has been used also as a proper name among Christians.'12 Greek 127 and Latin 128 inscriptions, as well as papyri,'29 record this name.
Halbherr's transcription roOrov in line 6, accepted also by Gerola and Guarducci, does not fit the context. This is best interpreted as the definite article followed by the possessive adjective of the second person singular, modifying wTvva.180 The latter is abbreviated by pi nu and alpha with the horizontal bar over the letters. IIve4vua is modified also by the adjective Ev'roXoXov in line 7.
In line 8 both adjectives OdEKOV and /3poroEtKEXov use the noun EtSos, which is nominative with jPporoEtKEXOV and is supplied in the accusative for OEiKov. The form /poTroEKEXo0 is not found elsewhere, but it is synonymous with 6poroe8 s, the latter being extant only once in literature.31' In lines 8-9 the composer of this inscription probably had in mind I Cor. 15:35-58, in which Paul contrasts crS,ua kvXtKOV and crcop-a rrvev1a-TlKOV, the former putting on the latter. The inscription uses adpqx3acXotro for Paul's evSvcreTa, 3poroT0EliKEo for IJVXtKOV, OEiKO1V for TrVEVLarLKOv, ayXao7 eyye's for Ev &o', and Ec?oS for orc3jisa. 'AyXaoSeyyyy is found but once in Greek literature.'32 Smyth (apud Halbherr) was probably right in his assumption that avroXtir in line 9 may be equivalent to avaor-acrTo. The noun s8oaw, which is in apposition to the supplied noun E?8o%, is used in the concrete sense of " gift." /1
As regards the metrics of this inscription, the dactylic hexameters work out perfectly if the correct spellings indicated in the orthographical apparatus above, the one instance of synizesis of the word rjv in line 5, and the incision of nu, most likely This inscription is also expressed in dactylic hexameters. It is one of two inscriptions recording the burial of two persons in one grave. 134 There is some doubt as to the name of the deceased. Gerola is probably right in taking Bavaco in line 1 as a proper noun, although it is unlikely that it is a dialectical form of TDavacw 
